
Wild Pursuit is a race around the world to capture some of the wildest 
animals on the planet. Players compete to capture and tag different kinds of 
animals so that scientists can track their movements and protect their 
natural habitats. But it won't be easy. You must have the right tools to 
capture them as well as the right gear to navigate the treacherous terrain. 
But be careful, these animals are wild and may fight back! As you play you'll 
learn interesting facts about the animals and tools used to safely capture 
them. It's a fun and sometimes dangerous strategy game for the whole 
family! 

Setup
Shuffle the six game boards and place them end to end to form one large 
rectangular board. Each space on the game board is a Habitat. Shuffle 
all the other cards and place them in the center to form the Draw pile. 
When cards are discarded, they will be placed face-up next to the Draw 
pile in a Discard pile. 

The starting layout should look like the diagram below:

Each player chooses a pawn and places it on the City Habitat.

Each player rolls a six-sided die. The player who rolls highest goes first, 
then play continues clockwise around the table.

Phases of a turn
Movement Phase:
The player must decide if they will move on their turn. If so, they must 
roll one die.  The number rolled is the maximum number of spaces the 
player may move their pawn. A player may move any amount less than 
the maximum. The player may choose to move clockwise or counter 
clockwise but may not double back once they start moving. 

When the player stops on a Habitat, follow the instructions of that 
Habitat. If there are any Animals on the Habitat, follow the 
instructions in the text box if applicable. The player may then Draw a 
card or attempt to Capture an Animal located on that Habitat.. If the 
player cannot Capture an Animal, the player must Draw a card. If there 
are no more cards to Draw, the turn ends.

Draw
The player Draws a card from the Draw pile. If the drawn card is an 
Animal, place it on the Habitat listed on the card.

If the card is a Capture Device or Survival Gear, the player may keep 
it. A player may only keep one Capture Device and one Survival Gear 
card at a time. Any cards not kept must be Dropped on the player's 
current Habitat. 

If the card drawn is a Wild Card, follow the instructions on the card. 
Wild Cards are never Dropped on any Habitat. A player may hold any 
amount of Wild Cards, if the card allows it. Wild Cards may be used 
any time during the holder's turn. They cannot be played during another 
player's turn.

Trading cards
Any time during a turn, the active player can offer to trade cards with 
another player but only once per turn. 
Also once per turn, in any order or combination, a player can trade, 



pickup or Drop any number of Capture Devices and/or Survival Gear 
cards on a Habitat. This can be done at anytime during the turn. This 
does not count against the normal card Draw.
 
Capture
A player may attempt to Capture an Animal if the player has the 
Capture Device listed on the Animal and the Survival Gear required 
by the Habitat. Before attempting a Capture, read the text box of the 
Animal and follow the instructions. To Capture the Animal, place the 
appropriate Capture Device and Survival Gear on the Discard pile and 
collect the Animal card. 

After a player Draws a card or attempts to Capture an Animal, their 
turn ends. 

Injuries
Some cards will cause you to be Injured or receive an Injury counter. 
When this happens, take a red Injury counter and place it in front of 
you. You will have -2 to your movement rolls for every Injury counter 
you have. You can always move at least 1 space even if the penalty 
reduces your roll below 1. You may only have a maximum of two 
Injury counters. If you have two Injury counters and are Injured again, 
immediately Drop any Gear or Tools you have on the current Habitat 
and move your pawn to the City Habitat. Discard all Injury counters. 
Wild Cards are not Dropped.

Winning The Game
Each Animal has different points (Pts.) listed on it. When all the 
Animals are Captured, each player adds up the points on their Animal 
cards.  The player with the highest total wins!

Additional Instructions
When the Draw pile is exhausted, the game continues as normal but no 
more cards may be drawn.

Any time a card allows you to search the Draw pile, you must shuffle it 
afterward.

Optional Rules
Speed Play: Each player draws two cards per turn. If the “Lost after 
Dark” card and the “Compass” card are drawn at the same time, they 
cancel each other out; nothing happens.

Surprise Attacks: If a player is on a Habitat and an Animal card is 
drawn and placed on that Habitat, the player receives 1 Injury counter.

Credits
Game Concept/Artwork/Graphic Design:  Eriberto Rodriguez

Special thanks to my family for putting up with the development of this 
great game. 

You can download rules updates here: 
http://www.thegamecrafter.com/games/wild-pursuit 

For a Video Demo of the game, go to:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NR2g_JAPH2c

Take a look at the Nightstalker Games page to see more games coming 
soon!: http://nightstalkergames.wordpress.com/

Legal
Wild Pursuit! ©2010 Nightstalker Games/Eriberto Rodriguez
All rights reserved. 
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